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About This Game

MEMETYPER is a game in which you can check your typing skills. Learn about new memes or try to remember the old ones by
typing their title to unlock description in meme encyclopedia.

Main features:
It is a game about typing

 900 memes are waiting to be typed.

 Enlarge your peninsula of typing knowledge.

 OVER 18 ACHIEVEMENTS.

 Become Doctor of Sciences.
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 20 levels

 Survive in time

 Leaderboard: Be the first to type all memes.

 Have fun!
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Title: MEMETYPER
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Yury Chadaev
Publisher:
Lab-mobil
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1 Ghz or faster

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.0+ Compatible Card

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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thumbs up if you love gaming. Dark Souls' newest edition to the franchise is by far the best, however the difficulty is just the
only flaw of it. It is simply too hard for casual, or even hardcore gamers. The soundtrack is one of the major pros of this game,
as always in this series. I would rate this game a light to decent 10.. It's not too bad as far as a typing game goes, it'll of course be
a lot easier if you know the meme's by heart and therefore won't have to stop to read how some are spelled. (a small problem I
found with this was the font for one where it wasn't obvious I needed a space between the letters)

The thumbs down's given for two very specific reasons, namely:
1. You can not change resolution, you're stuck at the (whatever 4:3) resolution it is using.
2. It uses English keyboard setting which means you may have a very hard time finding the questionmark, I did within the time
limit but that's due to playing a ton of Quake and therefore spending some time within the console typing commands...most
people that has something other than an english KBD prob. do not know that SHIFT+' = ?. (at least that's where it's at on a
swedish KBD). this is seriously terrible even as a meme. This was quite spicy
Pros
-Memes
-Harambe
-Autism
Cons
-Why Is Everything Typed With A Capital At The Start Of Every Word

Overall I rate 8.7 out of 10. I just got a world record on this game.. freakin epic. This game is a great history book of the things
that came before. Flash backs to old middle school facebook days. What a wonderful encyclopedia of the things that should be
remembered. Shame on you all for your ill-will towards this wholesome little time capsule of internet history.. Don't let your
memes be dreams
Know your memes
Type your memes
Become your memes
5\/7 would meme again!. This is gud game. I am a normie so it helps me escape my deprosion.

 5\/10

Would be 10 but I actually spentmoney on thegam e
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Worst thing ever. awful game, wouldnt even be that bad if they didnt start every single word with a capital letter but no, super
annoying.. It's really hard to play with nordic type keyboard (keyboard with \u00f6, \u00e4, \u00e5)
Maybe you can enjoy the game with keyboard which has US type layout, but otherways you may find it very frustrating.
You have been warned!

PS. Game costs only 0.99\u20ac so you might as well give it a try :D. It's fun if You have a couple of friends next to You, ya all
drunk as hell and You want to do something stupid for the next hour besides watching YT videos.. i luv it!

EDITL I hate it, there's no kden. here's how he looks
http:\/\/i0.kym-cdn.com\/entries\/icons\/facebook\/000\/016\/574\/kden.jpg

why is laundry room viking in this, but not k den
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